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Social Media Issues
and Police & Firefighters
» Are public servants held to a higher standard?
» Are police and firefighters held to higher standard than
other public servants?
» Main legal issues
• Civil Service cause for removal or suspension
• First Amendment free speech violation
• Privacy?
o
o
o

Internet postings
Stay above-board
Inform when no privacy

Applicant Screening
» Hiring good judgment
» Stick to public pages unless given information without
request or pressure
» Do searches late in the hiring process
» No “Surreptitious Friending”
» Searcher not decision maker
• Train on what not to look for
• Train on what not to tell you
• Watch out for info on protected classes

Applicant
Posts

» Holding employees accountable under
cause standard for social media posts

Pre-social media precedent
instructive
»

1955 Conduct Unbecoming Case:
• Indefinite Suspension
• Police officer commented to press as rep of
white supremacist organization
• Racist and anti-Semitic statements
• Upheld??

Reagan v. Bichsel, 284 SW 2d 935 (TxCivApp-San Antonio 1955)

Pre-social media precedent
instructive, con’t
»

1975 Prejudicial to good order/unbecoming
• Firefighter wrote obscenity in dust of supervisor’s
truck (City of Wichita Falls v. Harris, 532 SW2d 653
(TxCivApp-Fort Worth 1975)

»

1977 Prejudicial to good order
• Firefighter obscenity to coworker: “Firefighting is a
profession that demands a state of readiness,
strict discipline, and a measure of obedience and
valor not expected in ordinary callings.”

Toronto firefighters fired for tweeting
sexist comments on personal accounts
» “Reject a woman and she will never let it go
– a defect of their kind.”

Sent to probation chief

st
1

Amendment
Balancing Test
» Does the
employer’s
need outweigh
the employee’s
right?

1st Amendment Balancing Test
Three part test for public employees:
1. Is employee speaking as citizen or employee?
Employer can regulate speech it has paid for

2. Is the speech a matter of public concern?
3. Does the employer’s interest in maintaining an
efficient and effective workplace outweigh
employee’s interest in free speech?

Speaking as a private citizen?
» 2015 5th Cir – Missouri City, TX sgt not
protected for outburst during supervisors’
meeting about dress code policy
• Said only the Klan would wear white in Texas
• Paske v. Fitzgerald, 785 F3d 977 (5th Cir. 2015)

» Social media posts? Would have to be posting
as part of job to lose protection

Dec 2016 First Amendment Decision –
Mississippi Civil Service
» Fired civil service police officer for posting to FB a
photo of two chimps laughing, with caption:
• “Earlier today, mayor and chief of police had a meeting”
• “Something will probably be said, but I couldn’t resist”

» Both officials African American, officer white
» Posted during meal break but on the clock
» Free speech violation?
• Matter of public concern?
o
o

“Because he thought it was funny”
“At best, ridiculed their humanity and at worst was an expression
of racial prejudice”

City of Meridian v. Meadors, Ct. App Miss, 12/6/16

Another old Texas Case
» “Posting” on police association bulletin board (yes an actual
board!) of a cartoon of Asst Chief doing something obscene
» 10-day suspension – detrimental to good order
» No free speech violation when cartoon held Asst Chief up to
ridicule in eyes of officers over whom he had duty to maintain
discipline
» Intended as joke, not serious contribution to public discussion
on matter of public interest; quashing jokes not a violation of
free speech
» Public employee’s right to comment on matters of public
concern not a broad as that of the general public, because
weight must be given to effective operation of public service

Attaway v. City of Mesquite (Ct. Civ. App. – Dallas 1978)

Can social media policy
itself be unconstitutional?
Dec 2016 4th Cir case – policy language:
»

No posting anything that would tend to discredit or reflect unfavorably upon
Department or its employees

»

Negative comments on internal operations, or conduct of supervisors or
peers that impacts public’s perception of department is not protected by the
1st Amendment

»

Officers may comment on issues of public concern (as opposed to personal
grievances) if comments don’t disrupt workplace, interfere with work
relationships or workflow, or undermine public confidence. Judged on caseby-case basis.

»

Officers strongly discouraged from posting information regarding off-duty
activities, and violations will be forwarded to Chief for appropriate
disciplinary action

Dec 2016 4th Cir., cont’d
» Lower federal court (Virginia) held:
• FB comments about promotional process/rookie
supervisors affecting public safety protected – public
concern
• FB reply comments about not respecting an
inexperienced sergeant not protected – private
grievance
• Chief had qualified immunity on violation because law
not clearly established

Dec 2016 4th Cir., cont’d
»

4th Cir instead focused on policy as overbroad prior restraint
• Policy can’t impede “broad category of expression” and “chill potential speech
before it happens” unless outweighed by real harms
• “Restraint is virtual blanket prohibition on all critical speech”
• “Astonishing breadth” of social media policy language
• “Squashes speech on matters of public import at the very outset”
• Fear of divisiveness too speculative, not actual
• Free speech disclaimer correct but buried

»

Posts were matter of public concern – can’t separate - read as single
conversation about rookies thrust into teaching roles

»

No qualified immunity for chief – clearly established that sweeping prior
restraint prohibiting “any negative comments” on internal operations or
conduct of employees violated law
Liverman v. City of Petersburg, 4th Cir. 12/15/16

Jan 2017 10th & 6th Cir. allow for potential harm
»

»

Loss of trust in secretary for volunteering affidavit implying
retaliation in fired officer’s trial “would have affected the
regular operation of the Department and her ability to perform
her duties”
Helget v. City of Hays, Kansas, 10th Cir. 1/4/17
Memo from union president to officers advising them to
request representation in internal investigation of prescription
drug trafficking at jail, with script, and tell union officers what
was said in interviews–
»

»
»

“might disrupt legitimate law enforcement interests in the jail” by
slowing down investigation
Importance of investigation outweighed importance of speech
Gillis v. Miller and Bay County Sheriff’s Dept, 6th Cir. 1/6/17

Is “Liking” a Candidate
Protected Speech?
»

Several courts now agree that “liking” a
Facebook post is a form of speech
• “21st century yard signs”

»

Now “liking” must also go through
the 1st Amendment test

Employees behaving badly
November 2013 State of Oregon
» Child welfare worker complained on Facebook
• “Fancy cars, TV’s and food stamps”
• Recommends sterilization for some parents
» Fired by State
» Federal judge upheld termination
• Job requires being “neutral appraiser of the settings in
which children live”
• Damages her credibility in court
• “Friends” include many colleagues in courts and agencies
»

No Free Speech Right
» First grade teacher terminated
• Parent complained she had referred to her
students as “future criminals” on Facebook

» ALJ:
• “thoughtless words can destroy the
partnership between home and school that is
essential to the mission of the schools.”

» Court:
• “conduct destroys public respect for
government employees and confidence in the
operation of public services.”

Using Social Media to
Investigate Leave Fraud

FMLA, Polish Festivals & Vegas Parties
» 6th Cir: Jaszczyszyn
• Dr’s FMLA cert: “Completely incapacitated” during flare-up
• Posted pictures – 8 hours of fun at Polish heritage festival
• MSJ for employer: fair investigation, “honest belief” & no
causal connection

» Compare with 7th Cir: Ballard
•
•
•
•

FMLA leave to care for elderly, dying mother
Last wish – party in Vegas
Employee wins: Mother needed care in Vegas
FMLA regs also allow for “psychological comfort”

Clean Up Your Profiles
» Advice to Managers and Employees:
• Make your accounts less personal
o Don’t put your family at risk on public pages
› Porn to mother-in-law?
o Don’t self-reveal to offenders, criminal defense
attorneys, citizens, press unintentionally
• Up your security settings
• Never solicit connections with offenders
• Use a pseudonym for the nasty, sexy personal stuff
you feel compelled to put on the Web
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